Global Sex Altman Dennis
altman, dennis (b. 1943) - glbtqarchive - in global sex, altman investigates how globalization has changed
how sex is understood, regulated, even practiced. the exportation of western sexuality, he argues, has led to
greater homogeneity, but at the expense of sexual inequality, exploitation, permissiveness, and, of course,
aids. global and transnational sociology selective bibliography - global and transnational sociology
selective bibliography this bibliography is extensive but hardly comprehensive. it no doubt omits numerous
important works of both general and specialized interest. one task of the section will be the on-going
compilation and ordering of a searchable bibliographical data base that will be readily accessible online
sexuality and globalization - wordpress - sexuality and globalization dennis altman abstract: globalization
has an impact on all aspects of life, including the construction, regulation and imagination of sexuality and
gender. this paper aims to suggest some of the ways in which this impact is occurring, primarily in the
developing world, with some emphasis on questions of hiv, visions of sexual politics - sage publications dennis altman la trobe university, australia ... these in my book global sex (2001), so let me just point to a few
examples of how these are played out in everyday life. globalization is itself a much contested term, and its
impact on sex extends far beyond the realm of the imaginary. as economic changes speed queer comrades,
queer china: hybrid lesbian identities in ... - in his 1997 work, global gaze/ global gays, examining samesex identities in asia, dennis altman identifies a proliferation of individuals aligning with a politicized
expression of a queer identity that shares “global” language, symbols, lifestyle, and self-stylization drawn
heavily from the western queer discourse. feminist studies 150: sex, love, and romance - messages
about love, sex, and romance and to make and support an argument about what you think the impact of those
messages might be on potential audiences. papers should be 6-8 (double-spaced) pages and are due may 22 .
traps we set ourselves - sage publications - dennis altman is a professor of politics at la trobe university,
bundoora, australia. [email: dtman@latrobe] jeffrey weeks london south bank university, london, uk traps we
set ourselves we are much better at foretelling the past, it has been wittily remarked, than forecasting the
future. if the past remains a battleground (and the from human trafficking to human rights - project
muse - from human trafficking to human rights brysk, alison published by university of pennsylvania press
brysk, alison. ... sex at the margins: migration, labour markets and the rescue industry. london: zed books. ...
altman, dennis. 2001. global sex. chicago: university of chicago press. globalization, political economy,
and hiv/aids - globalization, political economy, and hiv/aids dennis altman latrobe university, melbourne
conceptualizing aids the rapid spreadof hivmeans that aids1 islooming as ahugethreat to most developing
countries, particularly in africa and south asia, where it threatens to assume epidemic proportions far beyond
the resources of governments to control. northwestern university fall 2017 sociology of sexuality “thinking sex: notes for a radical theory of the politics of sexuality.” in the lesbian and gay studies reader, ed.
henry abelove, michèle aina ... hidden currencies of global sex work. oakland: university of california press.
carrillo, héctor --sociology of sexuality page 5 ... altman, dennis. 2001. global sex. chicago: university of ...
consuming globalization, local identities, and common ... - in articulating global and local forms of
sexuality and its impact on how we conceptualise conceptualised lgbt issues in education, i ex-plore three
timely texts: dennis altman’s global sex (2000), vanessa baird’s the no-nonsense guide to sexual diversity
(2001), and an ed-ited volume by evelyn blackwood and saskia wieringa, same-sex re- syp 3456 societies in
the world - department of global ... - what is the link between the global, national politics, and local sex?
reading dennis altman, global sex. university of chicago press, 2001 introduction. “ thinking about sex and
politics” pp. 1 – 9. march 5thth what is the relationship between globalization, sex, and migration? reading
alpha shah. curriculum vitae jyoti puri - simmons - curriculum vitae jyoti puri professor and chair
department of sociology simmons college boston, ma 02115 ... sex and society: introducing the sociology of
sexualities. routledge, 2006 ... review of “global sex.” by dennis altman. chicago: chicago university press,
2001. in
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